NOKORI OVAL
A STYLISH RENDEZVOUS
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Stylish
contemporary
elegance
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BAINULTRA® HAS ADDED A STUNNING TOUCH OF CHIC
TO ITS LATEST COLLECTION: THE NOKORI OVAL 6737.
Understated and refined, the new Nokori Oval brings
pure contemporary elegance to your bathroom.
Your space for relaxation, health, and well-being is now

Experience the luxury and sensuality

the epitome of chic.

of an enveloping form that invites

The Nokori Oval 6737’s spacious interior comfortably

you to a rendezvous with you for

seats two, making it perfect for shared relaxation.

a moment of well-earned repose.

The clean lines of the Nokori Oval blend seamlessly
with a variety of architectural styles—another perfect
iteration of Universal Design.

THERAPIES

Multiple benefits
Available in the ThermoMasseur® category, Nokori
Oval 6737 model offers all the therapeutic benefits
of Hydro-thermo massage®—relaxes body and mind,
relieves back pain, stimulates blood flow, and
eliminates toxins.
GeysairTM technology is also available for this collection.
Geysair further enhances the benefits of Hydro-thermo
massage while providing a feeling of uniform heat,
improving lymphatic drainage, and maintaining water
temperature for a longer period.
You can also add chromatherapy, and Thermotherapy®
to the Nokori Oval bath. Reconnect with your vital
energy and savor pure relaxation thanks to the beneficial
effect of color vibrations on the senses.
In the Nokori Oval model, aromatherapy can be used
by adding essential oils directly to the bath water, where
they deliver their many benefits.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Nokori Oval 6737
BainUltra’s Nokori Oval therapeutic bath is available in
the THERMOMASSEUR® category as well as a Tub
to which you can add chromatherapy and Thermotherapy®.
Each bath is designed using a process that gives a seamless
appearance. Made exclusively of acrylic, BainUltra bathtubs
offer unparalleled quality and a beautiful finish that’s made
to last.
Six cubic and oval baths are now included in the NokoriTM
collection, with various dimensions designed for one
or two bathers, so you can relax alone or together into
exquisite comfort.

NOKORI OVAL 6737
• 67 x 37 x 24
• 40 Air jets
• 55 Imperial gallons
• 66 U.S. gallons
• 3 LED lights (option)
• MiaPlus® Control
•	Color: White only
•	Installation: Freestanding
• Finish: Glossy or UltraVelour

•	Nokori Oval 6737 model comes with an integrated
waste and overflow, available in a range of finishes.
•	Freestanding or wall-mounted faucet required.
•	The turbine should be installed away from the tub
(max. 15’).
•	The AromaCloud® is not available on the Nokori Oval 6737.
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Components*

Acrylic*

The specifications shown represent the outer edge dimensions and the inside bathing capacity dimensions measured at air jets’ height. The manufacturer
accepts a 1/4" [0.64 cm] variance. There are variations on each bath and specifications are subject to change as we improve upon our product as required.
The dimensions needed for site preparation and structure building will differ. BainUltra assumes no responsibility for preparatory work done prior to the
product being on the site.* Some restrictions may apply.
Total or partial reproduction of the content or pictures of this document is prohibited without BainUltra Inc. authorisation.
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